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CHAT LOG

OVERVIEW
The May 19, 2022 Uptown Planners Subcommittee Meeting for the Hillcrest Focused Plan Amendment
focused on the results and feedback received through the online engagement platform, Choose Your
Future Hillcrest, that was live between March 10 and April 11, 2022. The meeting was conducted with
the Zoom videoconference platform. Attendees typed comments and questions through the “chat”
tool. Each chat submittal includes the time and the participant’s name, which are provided in this
document.

CHAT LOG
00:50:18

Ian:

Tom, how does land magically for parks? Who funds an aquatic center?

00:53:39

Mary McKenzie:

01:01:39

Ian:
It's good to see that the majority of the folks in the survey was about the future
of livability.

01:03:07

Ian:

01:04:19

Michael Donovan':
IT is very encourtaging to see the community respond to growth
and redvelopment of the community. I'm saddened that rather than embracing the
sense of the community the answer seems to be to trash the process.

01:04:42

Ian:
Please, there was no 'steal the survey'. I hope we can get beyond unreal
conspiracy theories.

01:04:53

Mary McKenzie:

Asking questions about the process is not trashing it.

01:07:20

Mary McKenzie:

Scooters are supposed to use the bike lanes?

01:10:22

Ian:
Roy, don't believe what you see? One of the first slides was an overwhelming
likeness to frame three, the highrises.

01:10:36

Ian:

01:11:32

Ian:
I suspect that if your questioning the survey, it's not going your way for your
agenda.

Can peroplr add their last names please, as Shannon asked?

Title 11, ADA is the code and all projects will be scrutinized.

41%

01:11:43

Jon Anderson: Questions were optional though, I think he was suggesting based on
comments there seems to be more of an even division since there may have been a fair
amount of people finding none of the three options match what they wanted to see

01:20:25

Ian:
Tom, I would hope that your 25 year old trope of no growth would adapt to the
desperate need for housing that people need and want.

01:22:10

Michael Donovan':
I think the survery gives a sense of the community perspective,
but certainly represents a diversity of vierws, as one would expect. the process will be
interesting as we look at meeting climate and housing goals while celebrating the
community

